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N E U R O S C I E N C E

Neuronal correlates of selective attention and effort 
in visual area V4 are invariant of motivational context
Supriya Ghosh* and John H. R. Maunsell

Task demands can differentially engage two fundamental attention components: selectivity (spatial bias) and effort 
(total nonselective attentional intensity). The relative contributions and interactions of these components in modu-
lating neuronal signals remain unknown. We recorded V4 neurons while monkeys’ spatially selective attention and 
effort were independently controlled by adjusting either task difficulty or reward size at two locations. Neurons 
were robustly modulated by either selective attention or effort. Notably, increasing overall effort to improve per-
formance at a distant site reduced neuronal responses even when performance was unchanged for receptive field 
stimuli. This interaction between attentional selectivity and effort was evident in single-trial spiking and can be 
explained by divisive normalization of spatially distributed behavioral performance at the single-neuron level. 
Changing motivation using task difficulty or reward produced indistinguishable effects. These results provide 
a cellular-level mechanism of how attention components integrate to modulate sensory processing in different 
motivational contexts.

INTRODUCTION
Attention plays an essential role in motivating human behavior and 
cognition by selectively enhancing the processing of relevant sensory 
information. Goal-directed attention supporting for cognitively de-
manding tasks is often driven by external incentives. Many cortical 
and subcortical brain areas change their activity when attention 
shifts (1–4). They are also sensitive to the size of the reward that 
motivates those shifts (5–11). Although reward expectation and 
attention have been described as conceptually distinct cognitive 
constructs, it remains challenging to distinguish these factors owing 
to their covariance and the high similarity of their effects on neuronal 
responses [for review, see (12)]. Attentional levels can also be ele-
vated owing to internal desire to complete a task without any apparent 
changes in external incentives, such as increased cognitive demand 
as a result of increased task difficulty (13). For example, professional 
athletes or musicians address challenging situations with increased 
effort so as to maintain a given performance level. The contributions 
of different sources of motivation to regulation of sensory process-
ing in cortex and overall perceptual behavior remain elusive.

To adapt to varying environmental and stimulus contexts, sub-
jects can shift their attention between spatially localized targets or 
selective stimulus features to spatially global targets or nonselective 
features. Many studies have characterized the neuronal modulations 
associated with selective attention by assaying how performance 
improves for attended spatial locations or stimulus features relative 
to distant locations or unrelated features. When a monkey’s attention 
is selectively directed toward the location of a neuron’s receptive 
field (RF), improvement in perceptual performance in that region is 
typically accompanied by increased spike rates (4, 14) and reduced 
individual response variance and pairwise spike-count correlations 
(1, 15). Although experimental studies most often treat attention as 
all or none, it has another fundamental aspect, effort (16)—how 
intensely attention is focused independent of selectivity. Attentional 
effort can be considered as an objective measure of total cognitive 

engagement in a goal-directed attention-demanding task (17). 
Attention-related modulations of neurons in area V4 in primate 
visual cortex have been examined using a variety of visual detection 
tasks (2, 3, 18, 19). Some of these studies show that V4 neuronal 
activity is enhanced as a result of higher cognitive effort in response 
to increased task demand (13, 20). It remains relatively unknown 
how selective attention and attentional effort integrate in the brain 
to improve sensory perception and performance, and how motiva-
tional contexts influence these processes.

To address these questions, we trained monkeys to do an attention- 
demanding visual task that allowed us to independently control the 
monkey’s attentional selectivity and effort in either of two different 
motivational contexts. We either varied task difficulty while reward 
size was kept fixed or varied reward size for a fixed task difficulty. 
Using simultaneous electrophysiological recordings from popula-
tions of V4 neurons and computational models, we found that 
attentional selectivity and effort independently modulate neuronal 
spiking. Single-trial spike trains encode multiplexed signals of 
attentional selectivity and effort with comparable strengths in a way 
that is independent of how the animal was motivated to allocate its 
attention. Further, the effects of attentional selectivity and effort 
interact to determine the resultant influence of attention on neuronal 
spiking. A spatially tuned normalization model of attention can 
account for this interaction. Thus, we provided a detailed account 
of how fundamental components of attention interact at the level of 
V4 spikes. By extending the spectrum of attention-related cognitive 
representations in V4, the results clarify how individual neurons 
contribute to higher-order cognition.

RESULTS
Independent control of attentional selectivity and effort by 
varying task difficulty
We trained two rhesus monkeys to distribute their visual spatial 
attention between two stimuli in the left and right hemifields while 
doing an orientation change detection task (Fig. 1A). The animal 
held its gaze on a central fixation spot throughout each trial. After 
a randomly varying period of fixation, two Gabor sample stimuli 
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appeared for 200 ms. This was followed by a delay of 200 to 300 ms, 
after which a single Gabor test stimulus appeared at one of the two 
sample locations (selected pseudo-randomly). If the orientation of 
the test stimulus differed from the orientation of the sample stimu-
lus that had appeared in that location (a target), then the monkey 
had to rapidly make a saccade to the stimulus to earn a juice reward. 
On a random 50% of the trials, the orientation of test stimulus was 
unchanged (a nontarget), and the monkey was required to maintain 
fixation. In that case, a second test stimulus that always had a differ-
ent orientation was presented after a short delay, and the monkey 
needed to saccade to this target stimulus to earn a reward.

To control the animal’s attention, in each block of trials, we set 
the orientation change of the first test stimulus at each location to 
be either easy to detect (~80°) or difficult to detect (~18°) (Fig. 1B). 
In each block, the size of the orientation change at the two locations 

was set independently, providing four possible combinations (Fig. 1C). 
We measured the behavioral consequences of different combinations 
of difficulty by presenting an orientation change of intermediate 
difficulty (30°, probe) on a randomly selected fraction of all trials 
(~30%). These probe trials allowed us to directly compare behavioral 
sensitivity (d′) at both locations across all four block types. Figure 1D 
plots the average d′s for the left and right stimulus locations on probe 
trials for the two monkeys separately, with different colors repre-
senting the four different combinations of difficulty. Cross marks  
represent average d′s from individual sessions, and gray lines join the 
four means from within individual sessions. The changes in behavioral 
performance document that the animals responded to task difficulty 
by adapting their allocation of attention. Behavioral d′ for the probe 
orientation change on each side was substantially higher when most 
orientation changes were difficult to detect, and lower when most 

A

B

D E F

C

Fig. 1. Independent control of attentional selectivity and effort using differential task demands. (A) Visual spatial attention task. Monkeys were required to fixate, 
attend to sample stimuli (Gabors) presented in both hemifields [inside and opposite side of recorded neurons’ receptive field (RF)], and report an orientation change that 
occurred in one of the two test intervals by making a saccade to the stimulus location. (B) Task demands. Orientation changes on ~30% of the nonmatched trials are 
intermediate (probe) and on the rest ~70% of the nonmatched trials are either large (easy context) or small (difficult context). (C) Middle: Distribution of task difficulties 
across two locations in opposite hemifields for four task conditions: high selective attention either inside the RF (blue) or opposite RF location (orange) when attentional 
effort remains fixed, and low or high nonselective attentional effort (yellow and green). Left and right: Four attention conditions consisted of different combinations of 
these task contexts (easy and difficult) at the two stimuli locations. (D) Attention operating characteristic (AOC) curve, indicating behavioral sensitivity (d’) on individual 
sessions and their average (circles) for test stimuli inside and opposite side RF during the four attention conditions (monkey S, 20 sessions; monkey P, 22 sessions). Gray 
lines connect attention conditions within a session. Dashed lines, iso-effort lines. Error bars, 95% confidence intervals (CI). (E) Session averaged reward sizes across different 
attention conditions for individual monkeys. (F) Session averaged pupil area (z scored) during the sample stimulus period. Error bars, ±SEM.
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changes were easy to detect, with approximately symmetrical d′s at 
both locations during most individual sessions.

Spatial selectivity of attention was quantified by selectivity index 
that measured the relative behavioral d′ at the RF location compared 
with the opposite location (Materials and Methods). Attentional ef-
fort was measured by overall absolute behavioral d′s in the two loca-
tions (Materials and Methods). The ~4-fold difference in orientation 
change [median easy change, 80°; interquartile range (IQR), 80° to 
90°; median difficult change, 18°; IQR, 16° to 18°] strongly motivated 
animals to adjust their behavioral d′, whether the interblock changes 
on the two sides were in opposite directions (blue arrows, Fig. 1D) 
or in the same direction (gold arrows, Fig. 1D). In both cases, be-
havioral d′ changed by ~2-fold (selectivity indices in the opposite 
direction: monkey S, for low RF d′ mean −0.58, SEM 0.01; for high 
RF d′ mean 0.52, SEM 0.01, P < 10−12; monkey P, for low RF d′ 
mean −0.41, SEM 0.02; for high RF d′ mean 0.46, SEM 0.01, P < 10−13; 
attentional effort in the same direction: monkey S, for nonselective 
low d′ mean 1.46, SEM 0.04; for nonselective high d′ mean 3.84, 
SEM 0.08, P < 10−9; monkey P, for nonselective low d′ mean 1.71, 
SEM 0.07; for nonselective high d′ mean 3.78, SEM 0.11, P < 10−13; 
table S1). These changes in allocation of attention were driven by 
changes in task difficulty alone. Although reward sizes for correct 
responses were varied somewhat from trial to trial (see below), 
the average was kept equal on both sides across all task difficulty 
configurations (Fig. 1E).

Nonluminance-mediated task-evoked increases in pupil size are 
commonly considered an index of arousal or attentional engagement 
and are sensitive to task demands across species (21–23). Consistent 
with this, pupil area during the sample stimuli increased progres-
sively with the increase in attentional effort [F3,76 = 62.71, P < 10−19 
for monkey S; F3,84 = 88.19, P < 10−25 for monkey P, analysis of 
variance (ANOVA); Fig. 1F]. Pupil area was greatest when discrim-
inations were difficult on both sides, and smallest when they were 
easy on both sides. Both animals had a small spatial bias. In each, we 
recorded from the hemisphere representing the hemifield where the 
animal’s performance was better. A small spatial bias in attention 
between the left and right stimuli in the high-selectivity condition 
can be seen in the average pupil areas (blue versus orange, Fig. 1F) 
and in a slightly higher d′ for selective attention inside the RF 
for monkey P (blue versus orange, Fig. 1D). This small bias would 
have acted to reduce the neuronal modulations we describe below 
related to attention opposite to the RF relative to modulations when 
performance was unbiased.

Relative neuronal modulation of V4 with attentional 
selectivity and effort
We recorded 1194 single units and small multiunit clusters (single 
unit, 385; multiunit, 809) during 42 recording sessions from the two 
monkeys (monkey S, 20 sessions and 714 units; monkey P, 22 sessions 
and 480 units) using 96-channel multielectrode arrays chronically 
implanted in V4 in the superficial prelunate gyrus. Neurons typically 
responded more strongly to the sample stimuli during the trial blocks 
when the monkey’s behavioral d′ at the RF location was high. This 
increased spiking response was seen whether the behavioral d′ dif-
ferences involved different selectivity for the RF versus other location 
(orange versus blue) or a change in attentional effort with no change in 
selectivity (gold versus green). The spike responses did not depend 
exclusively on d′ in the RF location. Neuronal responses during high 
nonselective behavioral d′ (green, Fig. 2, A and B) were reduced 

compared with responses with identical RF d′ and low d′ at the dis-
tant location (blue, Fig. 2, A and B).

To quantify neuronal modulation by attentional selectivity and 
effort, we computed a neuronal d′ as the difference of z-scored 
firing rates (60 to 260 ms from sample onset) between high and low 
attention states. The mean firing rate modulation was significantly 
greater for attentional selectivity compared with nonselective effort 

Fig. 2. Neuronal modulation with changes in attentional selectivity and effort. 
(A) Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of spike rates of correct trials in different 
attention conditions for an example neuron in V4. Single-trial spike counts were 
binned at 2 ms, smoothed with  = 15 ms half-Gaussian, and then aligned at the 
onset of sample stimulus. (B) Population PSTHs for monkey S (top) and monkey P 
(bottom). For population average, spike rates of each neuron were normalized to 
its peak response within 60 to 260 ms from sample stimulus onset (monkey S, 
n = 714; monkey P, n = 480). (C) Distribution of neuronal d’ for attentional selectivity 
and effort of all units from both monkey S and P (n = 1194). (D) Top: RF locations of 
two example units relative to the Gabor stimulus. Mahalanobis distance (MD) mea-
sures the standardized distance between neurons’ RF and the Gabor stimulus in 
the RF location in units of SD. Bottom: Distribution of neuronal d’ as a function of 
RF-Gabor distance. (E) Left: Mean-matched Fano factor. Right: Mean-matched Fano 
factor averaged over 60 to 260 ms from the sample onset. Error bars, ±SEM. 
(F) Pairwise correlations between spike counts of simultaneously recorded neurons 
over 60 to 260 ms from sample onset (n = 19,278 pairs, all units) and binned according 
to their evoked responses (geometric mean of baseline subtracted spike counts). 
Error bars, ±SEM.
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(neuronal d′ for selective attention, mean ± SEM = 0.30 ± 0.01; for 
nonselective attentional effort, mean ± SEM = 0.22 ± 0.05, P < 10−31, 
n = 1194, t test; Fig. 2C). Single neurons and multiunit clusters sep-
arately showed similar spike modulation by attentional selectivity 
and nonselective effort (mean ± SEM for single units: selective at-
tention, 0.29 ± 0.01; effort, 0.23 ± 0.01; P < 10−7, t test; mean ± SEM 
for multiunits: selective attention, 0.30 ± 0.01; effort, 0.22 ± 0.01; 
P < 10−26, t test). These attentional effects were significant for the 
monkeys individually (monkey S, P < 10−27; monkey P, P < 10−8). 
High levels of effort might involve changes in global arousal that 
could elevate ongoing neuronal activity compared with high selective 
attention. In that case, neuronal modulation of ongoing neuronal 
activity of visually nonresponsive neurons would be higher in high 
effort condition compared with high selective attention. To examine 
this, we measured neuronal modulations of presample (−200 to 0 ms) 
spike counts in visually nonresponsive units for selective attention 
and effort. There were weak presample modulations in visually non-
responsive neurons for both selective attention and effort compared 
with the visually responsive neurons (neuronal d′ for selective atten-
tion: mean ± SEM = 0.02 ± 0.01, P < 0.05; for effort: mean ± SEM = 
0.02 ± 0.01, P < 0.05, n = 198; fig. S2). This suggests that the modu-
lations of ongoing neuronal activity might be associated with absolute 
level of effort (or arousal) irrespective of attentional selectivity. Weak 
modulation of prestimulus spiking has previously been reported 
with selective visual attention (24–26).

Next, we looked at whether the lower spike rates with attentional 
shift from high selective to high effort altered sensory information 
encoding, which is essential for intact perception and behavioral 
performance. First, we measured neuronal d′ for discrimination of 
orientations of sample stimulus in the RF location during high se-
lective attention and high effort conditions (fig. S5). We found no 
difference in sensory discriminability of V4 neurons. We also tested 
whether the sensory information encoding at the network level 
(population coding) differed between the two high attention condi-
tions. Spike peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of simultaneously 
recorded units in every session were decomposed into demixed 
principal components to measure decoding accuracy of sample 
orientations (fig. S6) (27). There was no difference in decoding ac-
curacy between the high selective attention and high effort condi-
tions to the extent stimulus orientation was represented by V4 spike 
trains. Thus, an apparent disconnect between the mean spike rates 
and the behavioral d′ does not necessarily mean that the sensory 
representations are impaired in the high effort conditions.

Changes in attentional effort with this task design do not rule 
out all forms of spatial selection because the animals might have 
attended to locations other than the two stimulus locations tested. If 
so, V4 neurons could have been modulated by the spatially selective 
shifting of attention from those other locations to the two stimulus 
locations. We examined the broader spatial distribution of attention 
by measuring the correlation between firing rate modulation and 
the proximity of a V4 neuron’s RF and the attended Gabor stimulus 
(Fig. 2D) using Mahalanobis distance to measure proximity. As 
expected, neuronal d′ dropped substantially with increasing RF dis-
tance from the stimulus center when animals shifted their spatially 
selective attention (Spearman correlation coefficient,  = −0.18, 
P < 10−8; Fig. 2D). In contrast, d′ for the same neurons varied little 
with RF distance when animals were encouraged to adjust their 
attentional effort (Spearman,  = −0.05, P = 0.11; Fig. 2D), support-
ing the absence of spatially selective attention in this manipulation. 

Correlation between the RF distance and neuronal d′ for attentional 
selectivity was significantly higher compared with attentional effort 
(P = 0.002, z test).

Because we recorded from the same fixed multielectrode arrays 
over many sessions, it is possible that some units were sampled 
in more than one session. We investigated the effect of potential 
resampling by analyzing a subsample that included only one unit 
from each electrode across all recording sessions (n = 85 for monkey S 
and n = 80 for monkey P). For this conservative set of unequivocally 
unique units, both the high selective and nonselective effort increased 
spike rates, and the modulation was stronger for selective attention 
than nonselective effort (mean ± SEM neuronal d′ for monkey S: 
selective attention, 0.25 ± 0.01; nonselective effort, 0.19 ± 0.01; 
P < 10−3; for monkey P: selective attention, 0.31 ± 0.02; nonselective 
effort, 0.25 ± 0.02; P = 0.02; t test; fig. S3) by amounts that were 
indistinguishable from the whole population. Thus, the results 
cannot be attributed to multiple sampling that might have occurred 
from units with uncharacteristic properties.

In addition to spike rate modulation, we tested the relative effects 
of attentional selectivity and nonselective effort on signal to noise of 
individual V4 units by measuring mean-matched Fano factor (the 
ratio of the variance of the spike counts to the mean). Fano factors 
during the sample stimulus period were significantly reduced by 
increased attentional selectivity (F1,232 = 73.27, P < 10−14; ANOVA; 
Fig. 2E) as well as effort (F1,232 = 310.92, P < 10−43, ANOVA). Fur-
ther, the effect of attentional selectivity on Fano factor was reduced 
(smaller decrease in Fano factor) for an identical improvement in 
behavioral d′ in the RF location during high effort compared with 
low effort (selectivity-by-effort interaction, F1,232 = 4.91, P = 0.027, 
ANOVA). Similar to the signal to noise, pairwise spike count cor-
relations of simultaneously recorded units were also reduced with 
higher attentional selectivity and effort (selectivity, F1,19277 = 7.75, 
P < 0.01; effort, F1,19277 = 40.91, P < 10−9; selectivity-by-effort inter-
action, F1,19277 = 21.55, P < 10−5, ANOVA; Fig. 2F). These results 
suggest that although the neuronal modulation by selective attention 
is stronger than the modulation by effort, they share many similarities, 
and both contribute appreciably to attention-related modulations.

Independent control of attentional selectivity and effort 
using differential reward size as the external motivator
Subjects are motivated in many different ways to allocate their 
attention. So far in our task, changes in task difficulty motivated 
monkeys to spatially redistribute their attention to match task de-
mands. We next tested whether the encoding of attention compo-
nents in V4 neurons depends on how animals are motivated to 
attend. For this, we instructed the same monkeys to shift their 
spatial attention by varying reward sizes between the two locations 
(Fig. 3, A and B). The size of the orientation change was kept con-
stant and challenging on both sides throughout the session. Conse-
quently, no probe orientation changes were needed or presented. 
The reward manipulation sessions were conducted on different days 
that were interleaved with the task difficulty sessions described in 
previous sections. The trial distributions and the probability of an 
orientation change in the two locations in opposite hemifields were 
the same. Thus, the allocation of spatial attention across the hemifields 
was primarily motivated by the reward distributions. Figure 3C 
plots behavioral d′ on the first test stimuli on the left and right sides 
for all four reward schedules. Behavioral d′s on both locations were 
symmetrical during most individual sessions.
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The ~2.5-fold increase in reward size (median small, 136 l; IQR, 
87 to 177 l; median large, 340 l; IQR, 305 to 373 l; Fig. 3D) 
strongly motivated animals to adjust their behavioral d′, whether 
the direction of change on the two sides was opposite (blue arrows, 
Fig. 3C) or the same (gold arrows, Fig. 3C). In both cases, behavioral 
d′ changed by ~2-fold (opposite direction: selectivity indices in RF, 
monkey S, for low d′ mean −0.64, SEM 0.02; for high d′ mean 0.54, 
SEM 0.02, P < 10−11; monkey P, low d′ mean − 0.47, SEM 0.02; high 
d′ mean 0.48, SEM 0.02, P < 10−11; same direction: effort indices, 
monkey S, for low nonselective effort mean 1.45, SEM = 0.05; for 

high effort mean 3.72, SEM 0.1, P < 10−9; monkey P, for low effort 
mean 1.53, SEM 0.07; for high effort mean 3.70, SEM 0.09, P < 10−10; 
table S2). These changes in attention allocation were produced by 
changes in reward size alone.

As with changes in task difficulty, high nonselective attentional 
effort mediated by reward size was also associated with increased 
pupil area during the sample stimuli (F3,76 = 54.12, P < 10−18 for 
monkey S; F3,60 = 160.47, P < 10−27 for monkey P; ANOVA; Fig. 3E).

Neuronal modulation of attentional selectivity and effort by 
differential reward size was indistinguishable from task 
difficulty–mediated modulation
We recorded a total of 1331 single units and small multiunit clusters 
(single unit, 419; multiunit, 912) in V4 during 36 reward manipula-
tion recording sessions from the two monkeys (monkey S, 20 sessions 
and 850 units; monkey P, 16 sessions and 481 units). Spike response 
modulation was similar to the effects observed when attention was 
controlled using task difficulty (Fig. 4, A to C). Population PSTHs 
for correctly completed trials increased with high selective attention 
inside the neuron’s RF (orange and blue traces, Fig. 4, A and B). 
Spiking activity also increased for higher attentional effort but was 
relatively smaller compared with the modulation because of increased 
selective attention (yellow and green traces, Fig. 4, A and B). Neuronal 
d′ for attentional selectivity was higher than effort (mean ± SEM for 
selectivity, 0.37 ± 0.006; effort, 0.24 ± 0.004; P < 10−72, t test), and 
they were significantly correlated ( = 0.25, P < 10−19, Spearman 
correlation coefficient; Fig. 4C). Compared with the effort, neuronal 
d′ for attentional selectivity dropped more strongly with the RF-sample 
stimulus proximity [selective attention,  = −0.21 (P < 10−13); effort, 
 = −0.09 (P = 0.0003); P = 0.005, z test; Fig. 4D]. In addition to 
spiking, neurons’ mean-matched Fano factor and pairwise spike 
count correlations reduced with higher attentional selectivity and 
effort (Fano factor: selectivity, F1,224 = 21.64, P < 10−5; effort, F1,224 = 
66.19, P < 10−13; pairwise correlations: selectivity, F1,26233 = 226.5, 
P < 10−50; effort, F1,26233 = 33.36, P < 10−8, ANOVA; Fig. 4, E and F). 
Similar to the task difficulty, a significant interaction was also 
detected between the selectivity and effort on the Fano factor in the 
reward context (F1,224 = 7.57, P < 0.01, ANOVA) as well as pairwise 
spike count correlations (F1,26233 = 6.4, P < 0.05, ANOVA).

Encoding of attentional selectivity and effort within  
single-trial spike train
Spike trains of V4 neurons provide dynamic signals about many 
task-relevant variables (28). We next compared the relative contri-
butions of attentional selectivity and effort on the within-trial in-
stantaneous spiking of individual V4 neurons in varying difficulty 
and varying reward contexts using a generalized linear encoding 
model (Fig. 5A) (28). The probability of an observed spike count 
within a small time window (50 ms) was modeled as an exponential 
function of a weighted linear combination of task variables: atten-
tional selectivity (ratio of d′s at the RF location over the oppRF lo-
cation), attentional effort (radial distance from the inRF d′–oppRF 
d′ from the origin), selectivity-by-effort interaction, orientation of 
the sample stimulus inside the neuron’s RF, and the direction of the 
eventual response saccade. The probability of a spike was constructed 
to follow a negative binomial distribution (Materials and Methods). 
Most neurons were well fit with this model [difficulty context, 
1169/1194 (98%), P < 0.05; reward context, 1311/1331 (98%), P < 0.05; 
F test]. Figure 5B shows PSTHs of observed and model fitted spike 

Fig. 3. Independent control of attentional selectivity and effort using differ-
ential reward size. (A) Single orientation change of the nonmatched trials remains 
fixed. Reward size for a correct choice is either small or large. (B) Four attention 
conditions consisted of different combinations of reward sizes (small and large 
rewards) at the two stimuli locations. (C) AOC curve, indicating behavioral sensitivity 
(d′, circles) on individual sessions and their average (solid markers) for test stimuli 
inside and opposite side RF (monkey S, 20 sessions; monkey P, 16 sessions). Dashed 
colored lines indicate average d′ in each hemifield. Lines connect two reward con-
ditions within a session. Error bars, 95% confidence intervals. (D) Session averaged 
reward sizes across the four conditions for individual monkeys. (E) Session averaged 
pupil area (z scored) during sample stimulus periods. Error bars, ±SEM.
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counts in different attention conditions for trials in cross-validation 
test datasets for an example neuron in a varying task difficulty session. 
Figure 5C illustrates fitted model components of attention for the 
same example neuron as in Fig. 5B. The effective influence of dis-
tinct attention components on spike counts is expressed as multi-
plicative gains (exponentiated fitted coefficients) at a representative 
time during the sample stimulus (140 ms). The product of these 
gain components results in the predicted rate for a single trial (com-
bined gain, bottom row). For an identical increase in behavioral d′ 
in the RF location, the increase in spike counts will be higher when 
the opposite RF d′ is small (blue arrow, Fig. 5C) compared to large 
(green arrow, Fig. 5C).

We next ask whether attentional selectivity, effort, and their 
interaction were encoded by distinct set of V4 neurons and whether 
task context affected these population representations. Many units 

showed significant effects for several or all variables: attentional se-
lectivity, effort, and selectivity-by-effort interaction [difficulty con-
text: selectivity and effort, 586/919 (64%), P < 10−10; selectivity and 
selectivity by effort, 604/904 (67%), P < 10−10; effort and selectivity 
by effort, 621/772 (80%), P < 10−10; selectivity, effort, and selectivity 
by effort, 542/934 (58%), P < 10−10; reward context: selectivity and 
effort, 709/1038 (68%), P < 10−10; selectivity and selectivity by effort, 
713/1033 (69%), P < 10−10; effort and selectivity by effort, 710/871 
(81%), P < 10−10; selectivity, effort, and selectivity by effort, 642/1047 
(61%), P < 10−10; chi-square test; Fig. 5, D and F]. Further, these 
distributions were largely unchanged across the task difficulty 
and reward contexts (P = 0.97, chi-square test). The distributions of 
positive and negative coefficients also remained indifferent between 
the two contexts (proportion of positive coeffects in difficulty con-
text: selectivity, 86.7%; effort, 52.2%; and selectivity-by-effort inter-
action, 41.8%; reward context: selectivity, 88.3%; effort, 56.5%; and 
selectivity-by-effort interaction, 43.4%; P = 0.47, chi-square test). 
This mixed representation indicates multiplexed encoding of atten-
tion components by the same V4 unit.

We next compared the relative contributions of the cognitive and 
task variables on spike responses for individual units as measured 
by predictor importance (PI; normalized magnitude of fitted coeffi-
cients; Fig. 5, E and G; Materials and Methods). Following the onset 
of sample stimulus, stimulus orientation had a dominant contribu-
tion to the spike counts in both task contexts. This is expected 
because V4 neurons have robust visual responses, and most are 
orientation selective. Attentional selectivity, effort, and selectivity- 
by-effort interaction remained strong predictors of spike trains 
from the start of the trial and increased immediately after the stim-
ulus onset. Saccade direction contributed negligibly to V4 activity. 
Contributions of attention components were indifferent to the task 
contexts. Both animals, single units and multiunits, showed similar 
results (figs. S8 to S11). Units in reward sessions were also fitted 
with an alternate model that had an additional reward history pa-
rameter to test contribution of reward information on spike trains 
(fig. S12). Reward information had negligible contribution on spike 
trains of V4 units, as reported in a previous study (28). Collectively, 
these results suggest that individual V4 neurons independently carry 
multiplexed information about selective attention and attentional 
effort in single-trial spike trains relative to other sensory and task 
variables. These two attention components are integrated inde-
pendently of the way the animal is motivated to allocate their atten-
tion. We also found no differences in spike rate latency between the 
two task contexts (F1,2379 = 1.98, P = 0.16, ANOVA; fig. S14; Materials 
and Methods). Further, it is unlikely that the neurons showing 
attention-related modulation in the two task contexts come from 
two distinct populations (monkey S: fraction of units with highest 
probability, 8.8%; probability, 0.44; monkey P: fraction of units with 
highest probability, 9.5%; probability, 0.46; Materials and Methods).

A normalization model of attention can account for the 
interactions between attentional selectivity and effort
The decrease in V4 responses with the increase in behavioral d′ in 
the opposite hemifield (blue to green, and yellow to orange, Figs. 2D 
and 3C) might seem unexpected, both because behavioral performance 
at the RF location does not change and because the overall behav-
ioral performance is better when the animal allocates high attention 
to both locations. The rate of firing was reduced more when stimulus 
orientation matched with the neuron’s preferred orientation compared 

Fig. 4. Neuronal modulation with changes in attention components controlled 
by differential reward size. (A and B) Population PSTHs of spike rates of correct 
trials in different attention conditions for monkey S (A) and monkey P (B). Single-trial 
spike counts were binned at 2 ms and smoothed with  = 15 ms half-Gaussian. 
Spike rates of each neuron were normalized to its peak response within 60 to 260 ms 
from sample stimulus onset (monkey S, n = 850; monkey P, n = 481). (C) Distribution 
of neuronal d′ for attentional selectivity and effort of all units from both monkeys 
(n = 1331). (D) Distribution of neuronal d′ as a function of Mahalanobis distance 
between neurons’ RF and Gabor stimulus. (E) Left: Mean-matched Fano factor. 
Right: Mean-matched Fano factor averaged over 60 to 260 ms from the sample 
onset. Error bars, ±SEM. (F) Pairwise correlations between spike counts of simulta-
neously recorded neurons (n = 26,399 pairs, all units) and binned according to their 
evoked responses (geometric mean). Error bars, ±SEM.
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with the nonpreferred orientation (fig. S15). The orientation simi-
larity between the sample stimuli in the two locations (inRF and 
oppRF) did not affect the spike rate reduction. This suppressive ef-
fect of high nonselective effort on spiking can be understood in the 
context of spike response normalization. To gain a mechanistic 
understanding of the observed interactions between attentional 
selectivity and nonselective effort seen in V4 responses, we tested 
whether a simple extension of a sensory normalization model (29) 
with spatially distributed behavioral d′ can account for these effects 
on spike responses. Mean stimulus–evoked spike counts were ex-
pressed as r = (d′in*Ein,G + d′opp*Eopp,G)/(d′in*Sin,G + d′opp*Sopp,G + ), 
where d′i represents behavioral d′ at location i in or opposite the RF 
hemifield; Ei,G and Si,G represent excitation and suppression, re-
spectively, at location i due to the Gabor stimulus (G = 1) or the 
background (G = 0); and  is baseline suppression (Fig. 6A and 
Materials and Methods). Model parameters Ei,G, Si,G, and  were fit 
for each unit with the trial-averaged spike counts over 200 ms 
during the prestimulus fixation, sample, and test interval periods on 
training datasets. Performance of the full model (model with d′) was 
measured on the fourfold cross-validation test datasets subsampled 
across different stimulus configurations and attention conditions 

and compared with two alternate models that lacked any behavioral 
d′ factors: model without d′, and model without d′ and background 
display (Materials and Methods).

The heatmap in Fig. 6B shows mean spike counts fitted with the 
normalization model (model with d′) as a function of behavioral d′s 
in two hemifields for an example unit in a task difficulty session. 
Most units in the two task contexts were better fit with the attention 
model of normalization compared with alternate d′-independent 
normalization models [difficulty session: model with d′, 910/1194 
(76%); model without d′, 626/1194 (52%); model without d′ and 
background display, 479/1194 (40%); reward session: model with d′, 
1006/1331 (76%); model without d′, 614/1331 (46%); model with-
out d′ and background display, 486/1331 (37%); variance explained 
>80%; Fig. 6, C and D]. At the population level, the quality of nor-
malization model fits of spike responses in the two task contexts did 
not differ (P = 0.23, chi-square test). The normalization model with 
d′ captured multiple features of observed spike counts across different 
stimulus and attention conditions, including relative changes in 
spike counts across different attention conditions, and neuronal 
modulation indices for attentional selectivity and effort (fig. S16 and 
Fig. 6, E to H). This model also predicts a suppression of spiking for 

Fig. 5. Single-trial encoding of attention components in different motivation contexts. (A) Generalized linear encoding model. A neuron’s spike count over 50 ms 
sliding window (10 ms shift) is modeled as an exponential function of a linear combination of weighted ( coefficient) experimental variables: stimulus orientation, saccade, 
attentional selectivity, attentional effort, and their selectivity-by-effort interaction. (B) Model predicted (left) and observed (right) PSTHs from cross-validation test dataset 
for an example neuron in a task difficulty session. (C) Distributions of GLM fitted coefficients (exponentiated gain) for attention components at a representative time 140 ms 
as a function of attentional selectivity and effort (left column) and behavioral d′s oppRF and inRF (right column) for the same example neuron in (B). These components 
multiplicatively influence spike counts. (D and E) Varying task difficulty context. Proportion of neurons that are modulated (P < 0.05) by attentional selectivity, effort, and 
selectivity-by-effort interaction estimated from the model (D). Comparing predictor importance (PI) that measures contributions of different predictor variables estimated 
by absolute standardized predictor coefficient values of all well fitted neurons (E). Error bars, 95% confidence intervals (bootstrap, n = 104). (F and G) Varying reward 
context. Same as (D) and (E) when attention was controlled by differential reward sizes. Error bars, 95% confidence intervals.
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high selective attention in the opposite RF location compared with 
low attentional effort (shift from right to left, Fig. 6B). Owing to 
differences in the overall effort levels, we expected to see a smaller 
change in spiking when attention shifts from high selective in oppRF 
location to low effort compared with the behavioral d′ change of the 
same extent from high effort to high selective attention in inRF 
location. Spike rate PSTHs (Figs. 2B and 4, A and B) indicate such 
effects in few of the later time bins when top-down attentional 
influence in V4 might dominate stimulus drive.

Population correlations between the observed and normalization 
model–estimated spike count modulation indices for attentional 
selectivity and effort were strong across the task contexts (difficulty 
context: attentional selectivity,  = 0.87, P < 10−10; attentional effort, 
 = 0.83, P < 10−10; reward context: attentional selectivity,  = 0.89, 
P < 10−10; attentional effort,  = 0.84, P < 10−10; Spearman correla-
tion coefficient; Fig. 6, E to H). Further, the model fitted excitatory 
and suppressive stimulus drives of recorded neurons decreased with 
the proximity of the neuron’s RF and the stimulus irrespective of 
task context that motivated animals to attend (Fig. 6, I and J). 
Together, these results show that a simple normalization model 
captures the effects of attentional engagement at a distant site on the 
spike response in the RF location regardless of the stimulus or 
attentional context of that RF response.

DISCUSSION
We isolated the contributions of attentional selectivity and nonse-
lective effort to the activity of individual V4 neurons while precisely 
and independently controlling monkeys’ behavioral d′ at the RF lo-
cation and a distant location in the opposite hemifield. Changes in 

either attentional selectivity or effort independently are associated 
with overall increases in V4 spike rates and decreases in V4 spiking 
variability and pairwise spike count correlations. Further, spike rates 
were reduced when behavioral d′ increased at a distant location in 
the opposite hemifield. A spatially tuned response normalization 
model explained all these changes in spike rate across attention con-
ditions and task contexts. Last, single-trial encoding of attentional 
selectivity, effort, and their interaction in V4 neurons were found 
to be independent of the way the subject is motivated to regulate 
its attention.

A functional role for the spiking of V4 neurons is supported by a 
correlation with enhanced sensory processing of an attended stim-
ulus at the RF location, as well as impaired behavioral detection in 
subjects with V4 lesions. V4 lesions in macaques and humans impair 
attentional performance by making it difficult for the subjects to 
exclude irrelevant distractors (30, 31). However, our results reveal a 
mismatch between V4 spiking and behavioral performance: lower 
spike rates for the same behavioral performance when monkey’s 
attention strategy shifts from spatially selective to nonselective high 
effort at the RF location (Figs. 2B and 4A). Although the reduced 
spike rates do not alter encoding of relevant sensory information 
(figs. S5 and S6), this raises questions about how neuronal signals in 
V4 are relayed to downstream brain areas and influence a subject’s 
performance. Other studies also found a dissociation between be-
havioral performance and activity in cortical visual areas, including 
V4 (5, 28, 32). That work showed dissimilar dynamics of top-down 
attentional control signals, sensory modulation, and executive action. 
Specifically, when attention shifted, behavioral changes lagged changes 
in the spike rates of sensory neurons by seconds to minutes, break-
ing the link between spikes and performance (28). Our results show 

Fig. 6. Normalization model of attention can account for attentional effort effects on spike counts. (A) Normalization model of attention. Spike count, 
r = (d′in*Ein,G + d′opp*Eopp,G)/(d′in*Sin,G + d′opp*Sopp,G + ), where, d′i is the behavioral d′ at location i (inRF or oppRF). Ei,G and Si,G are excitation and suppression, respectively, 
at location i due to either the Gabor stimulus (G = 1) or the background (G = 0).  is a constant. Spike counts were fitted with three different models (see Materials and 
Methods). Model w/ d′: Contains behavioral d′ values in two stimulus locations. In addition, there are excitation and suppression terms for background display. Model w/o 
d′: Same as the previous model except without the d′ terms (d′i = 1). Model w/o d′ & bg: Same as the previous model, except without d′s and excitation/suppression 
parameters due to the background (d′i = 1, Ei,G = 0 = 0, Si,G = 0 = 0). (B) An example neuron fit with the normalization model with d′. Heatmap, fitted spike counts. (C and D) Fit 
qualities [sum of squared error (SSE)] for three different normalization models for all units in task difficulty and reward sessions. (E and G) Comparing spike count modu-
lations [modulation index (MI)] with attentional selectivity (E) and effort (G) between observed and model fits for cross-validation test datasets in task difficulty sessions. 
MIs from observed and fitted spike counts are strongly correlated (Spearman correlation coefficient: selectivity,  = 0.87, P < 10−100; effort,  = 0.83, P < 10−100). (F and 
H) Same as in (E) and (G) for reward sessions (Spearman correlation coefficient: selectivity,  = 0.89, P < 10−100; effort,  = 0.84, P < 10−100). (I and J) Model fitted (model with d′) 
population averaged excitation (E) and suppression (S) and binned according to the RF-stimulus distance (same or opposite of the RF hemifield).
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that a mismatch between V4 activity and behavior can also go be-
yond lags: When animals spread their field of attention beyond the 
RF, V4 spike rates go down even though the animals maintained the 
same behavioral d′. While a normalization mechanism can explain 
the reduced spiking (Fig. 6), it does not address this disconnect with 
behavior. Changes in pupil diameter suggest that the animal increased 
its total effort at both sites to maintain performance in the high 
effort condition (Figs. 1F and 3E), making the reduced spike rates 
even less expected. Nevertheless, there is little reason to believe that 
behavioral performance should be uniquely determined by the 
strength or quality of sensory signals in any one brain region. A 
primate brain doing an attentionally demanding task depends on 
contributions from many structures throughout the neuraxis. Even 
if perceptual stages perform perfectly, the overall behavioral per-
formance can be affected by distractions and lapses associated with 
activity in other brain stations. The somewhat reduced spike rates 
in V4 that occur with high attention to both hemifields might lower 
the performance but be counterbalanced by attention-related changes 
in other structures that enhance performance by reducing errors 
related to factors like distractions or motor error.

In the current experiments, monkeys were motivated to direct 
their spatial attention by expectation of either larger rewards or 
higher task demands associated with two locations. The invariance 
of neuronal modulations in V4 with these two distinct motivational 
factors suggests that these effects depend on a common top-down 
cognitive control and do not represent reinforcement signals to any 
appreciable extent. This notion is further supported by previous 
reports of weak evidence of encoding of reward information by 
single-trial spike counts of V4 neurons across different attention states 
and during state transitions (28) [but see (5)]. Motivation plays a 
crucial role in influencing attention control, giving priority to the 
most appropriate goal among multiple competing targets. Both 
humans and animals can be motivated to execute actions either for 
intrinsic pleasure or for satisfying some basic needs such as hunger 
and thirst. Several brain structures within the frontoparietal network 
are modulated by motivationally salient signals such as errors, 
rewards, and penalties (33). Although various forms of motivations 
(intrinsic and extrinsic) can have different origins, they have com-
mon nodal points in the striatum and prefrontal cortex that receive 
dopaminergic afferents that play a crucial role in reward learning 
(34). Consistent with this, previous evidence points to common 
cortico-limbic neural pathways that are activated by either changes 
in expectation of reward or changes in task difficulty (35).

Our results show a close relationship between attentional effort 
and attentional “intensity” (28). In both the manipulations, neuronal 
modulations with nonselective attention are spatially nonselective 
unlike selective attention as they were independent of the neuron’s 
RF location and less likely due to split-foci selective attention (28). 
Previous work has associated effort exclusively with changes in task 
difficulty and viewed it as a specific type of “arousal” that is distin-
guishable from other generic forms of arousal elicited by factors 
such as stress, novel stimuli, and drugs, and often detrimental to the 
performance (16) [but see (36)]. The attentional effort in our study 
can be conceptualized as a form of arousal or readiness (37, 38) that 
facilitates performance in top-down attention tasks. The manifesta-
tion of attentional effort on regulating visual sensory processing of 
V4 neurons in both of our task contexts supports identifying atten-
tional effort as an intensive aspect of attention (16). It is possible that 
the component of bottom-up stimuli-driven arousal that affects 

performance might map well onto the neuronal modulation associated 
with attentional effort or intensity. Future experiments with precise 
and independent control of these cognitive components in simulta-
neous tasks might identify their precise relationships and how 
subjective experience of arousal relates to attentional effort. Other 
important questions to be addressed concern the cellular and 
molecular mechanisms that mediate attentional effort. These could 
involve activation of diverse neuromodulatory systems such as 
norepinephrine, acetylcholine and serotonin (6, 39–43).

V4 spike responses for varying attentional selectivity and effort 
were well explained by an extension of a normalization model of 
visual responses (44) with spatially tuned attentional gain factors 
represented by behavioral d′. A similar normalization model with 
uniform attentional effects on excitation and surround suppression 
has been previously used in explaining neuronal modulations in 
V4 with spatially selective attention (29). Previous normalization 
models considered attentional effects on stimulus-induced excitation 
and surround suppression. To explain a modest but nonzero neuronal 
modulation during the fixation period in the absence of any visual 
stimulus, our normalization model included an attention effect on 
the background display similar to the visual stimulus. This is con-
sistent with the evidence that attention acts as a constant gain factor 
(3), which affects baseline neuronal activity. We considered the 
excitatory and inhibitory intrinsic sensory drives in the absence of 
attention to a location as proportional to the Gabor stimulus con-
trast and orientation. In our normalization model of attention, 
the effective stimulus drive (excitatory and inhibitory drive) is the 
product of intrinsic sensory drive and a constant multiplicative 
factor of behavioral d′ at that location. We have assumed that this 
multiplicative factor remains uniform during three task phases: over 
200 ms presample fixation, during sample, and test stimulus. We 
think that this is a reasonable assumption because attention was 
controlled within blocks of trials in our task, as opposed to other 
designs where different attention conditions are interleaved trial by 
trial (5). A previous study using a similar task showed that block- 
averaged single-trial behavioral d′ remains stable over time within 
an attention condition (28). Future studies with combinations of 
multiple stimulus configurations and attention conditions would be 
ideal to tease apart whether stimulus drives alter within a trial. Sim-
ilar to reward expectations, increased task difficulty associated with 
spatial attention increases visual excitation (13) and response sup-
pression (20) of V4 neurons. Further, response suppression with high 
task load is considered to serve as a mechanism for reducing periph-
eral interference and improving signal detection (45). These reports 
are inconsistent with the correlated decrease in model-estimated exci-
tation and suppression with an increase in the proximity of neuron’s 
RF and attended stimulus across task difficulty and reward contexts. 
Together, this normalization model of attention provides a canonical 
neuronal computation to explain how distributed spatial attention 
influences neuronal responses. Future experiments are required 
to examine how other forms of attention such as feature-based or 
bottom-up attention act on normalization mechanisms across dif-
ferent visual areas that are responsive to attentional modulation.

Together, our results provide previously unidentified experi-
mental evidence revealing how attentional selectivity and nonselective 
effort interact and modulate sensory processing in visual cortex in 
reference to behavioral performance. Moreover, our study identified 
a computational mechanism of normalization through which spatially 
distributed attentional performances interact.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects and surgery
Two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, 13 and 9 kg) were 
implanted with a titanium head post using aseptic surgical techniques 
before training began. After the completion of behavioral training 
(3 to 5 months), we implanted 10 × 10 array microelectrodes with 
400 m spacing (Blackrock Microsystems) into the dorsal visual area 
V4 of one hemisphere, between the lunate and superior temporal 
sulci. The same two monkeys were used in a previous study that 
included some of the same neuronal responses but described different 
findings (28). All experimental procedures were approved by the In-
stitutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocols (no. 72355) 
of the University of Chicago and were in compliance with the U.S.  
National Institutes of Health guidelines.

Behavioral task
During training and neurophysiological recording, the monkey sat 
in a primate chair facing a calibrated CRT display (1024 × 768 pixels, 
100 Hz refresh rate) at 57 cm viewing distance inside a darkened 
room. Binocular eye position and pupil area were recorded at 500 Hz 
using an infrared camera (EyeLink 1000, SR Research). Trials started 
once the animal fixated within 1.5° of a central white spot (0.1° square) 
presented on a mid-level gray background (Fig. 1A). The animal had 
to maintain fixation until its response at the end of the trial. After a 
fixation period of 400 to 800 ms, two achromatic Gabor sample 
stimuli appeared for 200 ms, one in each visual hemifield. After a 
variable delay of 200 to 300 ms, a Gabor test stimulus (test 1) 
appeared for 200 ms at one of the two target locations, randomly 
selected with equal probability. The test stimulus was identical to the 
preceding sample stimulus, except potentially its orientation. On 
half of the trials, the test 1 stimulus had a different orientation (non-
match trial), and the monkey had to make a saccade to that target to 
receive an apple juice reward. On the remaining half of the trials, 
the test 1 stimulus had the same orientation as the corresponding 
sample stimulus (match trial), and the monkey had to maintain fix-
ation until a second test stimulus with a different orientation (test 2, 
200 ms) appeared in the same location after an additional delay of 
200 to 300 ms. The monkey then had to saccade to that target to get 
a reward. Intertrial intervals varied from 2 to 3 s. Stimuli were pre-
sented always in the lower hemifields at eccentricity of 2° to 4°. 
Gabors were static and odd-symmetric with the same average 
luminance as the background. Spatial frequency, size, and base ori-
entation of Gabor stimuli were optimized for one neuron recorded 
each day and remained unchanged throughout each session (left: 
azimuth, −2.5° to −4.5°; elevation, −0.5° to −4.0°; sigma, 0.35° to 
0.70°; spatial frequency, 0.6 to 3.5 cycles per degree; right: azimuth, 
1.8° to 5.5°; elevation, −0.5° to −4.0°; sigma, 0.25° to 0.58°; spatial 
frequency, 0.7 to 3.0 cycles per degree). On every trial, the orienta-
tion of the sample stimuli randomly took one of two values (inde-
pendently): base orientation or orthogonal (base +90o). Stimulus 
parameters and orientation changes remained fixed within a ses-
sion and varied across sessions. Orientation changes differed be-
tween blocks when task difficulty was manipulated, but every 
block contained probe trials that had the same orientation change 
throughout a session (24° to 40° for monkey S, and 20° to 40° for 
monkey P). Reward sizes for hits (correct response in nonmatch 
trial) and correct rejections (CRs in match trial) were adjusted by 
<10% as needed to encourage the animal to maintain a behav-
ioral criterion close to zero. Behavioral task was controlled using 

custom-written software (https://github.com/MaunsellLab/Lablib-
Public-05-July-2016.git).
Behavioral task contexts
Animals were motivated to allocate their spatial attention using 
two different task contexts: varying task demand or varying reward 
size. In alternate sessions, animal’s spatial distribution of behavioral 
d′ at two locations in opposite hemifields was controlled by either 
of the task contexts. In the task difficulty context, selective atten-
tion and nonselective attentional effort were controlled over 
interleaved blocks of trials (160 to 440 trials per block; monkey S, 
mean = 254, SD = 41; monkey P, mean = 285, SD = 76) by changing 
relative task difficulty at the two locations in opposite hemifields 
(Fig. 1C). Orientation change randomly took one of two values: 
probe orientation change (~30% of the trials) or contextual orienta-
tion change (~70% of the trials). Contextual orientation change was 
small for difficult task (high task demand) and large for easy task 
(low task demand) compared to the probe orientation change. A 
high behavioral d′ (selective attention) at location 1 relative to 
location 2 was achieved by making the task difficulty high at the 
location 1 (context, 17° to 20° for monkey S and 8° to 22° for 
monkey P) and easy at the location 2 (context, 80° to 90° for 
monkey S and 80° to 90° for monkey P). A high nonselective behav-
ioral d′ (high nonselective attentional effort) was obtained by making 
the task difficulty high at both the locations (context, 15° to 18° for 
monkey S and 6° to 22° for monkey P). A low nonselective behav-
ioral d′ (low nonselective attentional effort) was obtained by making 
the task difficulty easy at both the locations (context, 80° to 90° for 
monkey S and 80° to 90° for monkey P) (Fig. 1B). Reward values for 
correct behavior responses were always the same across blocks on 
both sides and fixed.

In the differential reward context, selective attention and non-
selective attentional effort were controlled over interleaved blocks 
of trials (120 to 220 trials per block) by changing reward size at 
the two locations (Fig. 3B). Reward manipulation sessions were 
interleaved with the task difficulty manipulation session over the 
course of the experiment (fig. S4). There was only a single orienta-
tion change that remained fixed throughout each experimental 
session (for monkey S: mean = 33.4°, SEM = 1.5°, N = 20; for 
monkey P: mean = 30.6°, SEM = 1.1°, N = 16). A high selective 
behavioral d′ (selective attention) at location 1 relative to location 2 
was achieved by delivering high rewards at location 1 compared 
to location 2. High nonselective behavioral d′ (high nonselective 
attentional effort) was controlled by delivering high rewards for 
correct responses at both locations. Similarly, a low nonselective 
behavioral d′ (low nonselective attentional effort) was controlled by 
giving low rewards for the correct responses at both locations. Pre-
vious studies have shown that when monkeys are instructed to shift 
from attending to one location to attending equally to two loca-
tions, behavioral performance is impaired (5, 46). To achieve equiv-
alent performance, we elevated monkeys’ motivation in our task 
during high nonselective d′ conditions compared with high selec-
tive d′ condition either by increasing the reward size (reward 
context) or increasing task difficulty (difficulty context). Animals 
were encouraged to maintain a behavioral target/nontarget criterion 
close to zero by small adjustment of trial-by-trial reward ratio for 
hits and CRs (figs. S1 and S7 and tables S3 and S4). We expect that 
any differences in the criteria across conditions would not be re-
flected in the neuronal responses of V4 neurons, as was shown in 
previous studies (14).

https://github.com/MaunsellLab/Lablib-Public-05-July-2016.git
https://github.com/MaunsellLab/Lablib-Public-05-July-2016.git
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Electrophysiological recording and data collection
Extracellular neuronal signals from the chronically implanted multi-
electrode array were amplified, band-pass filtered (250 to 7500 Hz), 
and sampled at 30 kHz using a data acquisition system (Cerebus, 
Blackrock Microsystems). We simultaneously recorded from multi-
ple single units and multiunits over 42 differential task difficulty 
sessions (714 units and 20 sessions for monkey S; 480 units and 
22 sessions for monkey P) and 36 differential reward sessions 
(850 units and 20 sessions for monkey S; 481 units and 16 sessions 
for monkey P). At the start of each experimental session, we mapped 
RFs and stimulus preferences of neurons while the animal fixated. 
These RFs were used to optimize the stimulus parameters. Spikes 
from each electrode were sorted offline (Offline Sorter, Plexon Inc.) 
by manually well-defining cluster boundaries using principal 
components analysis and waveform features. Well-isolated clusters 
were classified as single units from multiunits based on the isolation 
quality of unit clusters. The degree to which unit clusters were 
separated in two-dimensional (2D) spaces of waveform features 
(first three principal components: peak, valley, and energy) was 
measured by multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) F statistic 
using Plexon Offline Sorter (Plexon Inc.). A unit cluster of MANOVA 
P < 0.05 was considered as a single unit that indicates that the unit 
cluster has a statistically different location in 2D space and that the 
cluster is statistically well separated. The proportions of single units 
(single units/total units) between the task contexts did not differ for 
either monkey (fig. S4).

We performed a calculation to explore whether the units modu-
lated in one context might come from a different population than 
those modulated in the second context. The probability of sampling 
n units out of N (average sample size in a session) in context 1 that 
do not overlap with units sampled from population 2 (context 2) 
can be represented by hypergeometric distribution

  P(n∣N,  N  2  ,  N  1   ) =   
 (    N–  N  2     n   )   *  (      N  2      N  1   –n  )  

  ─ 
 (     N    N  1    )  

  ; n <  N  1    

where (:) are binomial coefficients, N is the average units recorded in 
a session, N1 is the average number of units with positive modula-
tion with attention [modulation index (MI) > 0] in context 1, and 
N2 is the average number of units with positive modulation in con-
text 2. Probabilities for different n’s (new samples) were estimated 
(fixed N, session averaged observed value). The percent of new sam-
ples (100*n/N) for which the probability was maximum measures 
the highest proportion of nonoverlapping populations between the 
two contexts.

Data analysis
Behavioral sensitivity (d′) and criterion
All completed trials in the reward context and all probe orientation 
trials in the task difficulty context were included in our analysis. 
Behavioral sensitivity (d′) and criterion (c) at a spatial location were 
measured from hit rates within nonmatch trials and false alarm (FA) 
rates within match trials as

  d′=     −1 (hit rate ) −     −1 (FA rate)  

  c = −   1 ─ 2   [     −1 (hit rate ) +     −1 (FA rate ) ]  

where −1 is inverse normal cumulative distribution function. We 
measured the average d′ and c within a session across all trials across 
blocks separately for four different attention conditions.
Index of attentional selectivity and effort
Attentional selectivity was measured by the relative value of the 
behavioral d′ inside the RF location with respect to opposite RF lo-
cation. This measure mapped directly onto polar angle in d′ space 
(Figs. 1D and 3C) and was normalized to a range from −1 (inside RF 
hemifield d′ = 0) to 1 (opposite RF hemifield d′ = 0)

   selectivity index =   4 ─     tan   −1  (      d′  inRF   ─  d′  oppRF     )   − 1   

where   d′  InRF    and   d′  oppRF    are the sensitivities in the two hemifields, 
inside and outside the recorded neurons’ RFs, respectively. Atten-
tional effort represented the absolute value of total behavioral d′ 
(distance from the origin in d′ space)

  effort index =  √ 
______________

  ( d′ inRF  2   +  d′ oppRF  2  )    

Pupil area
All pupil area measurements were measured binocularly at 500 Hz 
while monkeys maintained fixation in the absence of a luminosity 
change using infrared camera (EyeLink 1000, SR Research). Raw 
pupil areas were z scored for each session and each eye separately. 
Mean pupil area was measured by averaging the z-scored pupil area 
during the 400 ms after sample appearance.
Neuronal response modulation
Only neurons with an average spike rate 60 to 260 ms after sample 
stimulus onset that was significantly (P < 0.05) greater than the rate 
of 0 to 250 ms before sample onset were used in the analysis. To 
construct PSTHs for figures, spike trains were aligned to sample 
stimuli onset and averaged across trials and smoothed with a half 
Gaussian kernel (rightward tail, SD = 15 ms). Most analyses of neu-
ronal response modulation used spiking during a 200 ms sample 
stimulus window (60 to 260 ms after sample onset). Behavioral per-
formance depends critically on attentional engagement to the sample 
stimuli. The sample stimuli were kept brief to reduce opportunities 
for the animal to adjust its attentional allocation in response to 
those stimuli and to ensure stable attention across stimulus condi-
tions. In addition, the sample stimulus period, unlike the test stim-
ulus period, was relatively free from contaminating factors such as 
choice confidence, response preparation, and reward expectation. 
A spike rate modulation (Figs. 2, C and D, and 4, C and D) was 
quantified by neuronal d′ as

  d  ′  neuron   =   
〈  r  high   〉 − 〈  r  low   〉

  ─  
 √ 

___________
   1 _ 2 (  high  2   +   low  2  )  
    

where <rx > and x are the average and SD of the spike counts with-
in 60 to 260 ms from sample stimuli onset. Neuronal d′s were calcu-
lated for each unit separately for attentional selectivity and effort. 
Neuronal MI ( Fig. 6, E to H) was measures as

  MI =   
〈  r  high   〉 − 〈  r  low   〉

  ─  〈  r  high   〉 + 〈  r  low   〉    
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Visual response latency
Spike rate latency (fig. S14) was measured by the time to half peak 
response (47). Mean spike rate PSTHs (aligned to sample stimulus 
onset) of each unit were smoothed with Gaussian filter (sigma, 8 ms) 
for different attention conditions. The SEM of baseline response 
was estimated from the presample (−200 to 0 ms) responses during 
fixation. The peak response between 50 and 200 ms from the sample 
onset was measured with the requirement that it exceeded mean 
baseline by 3.72*SEM. Units were not considered if the above criteria 
were not met. The response latency was computed as the time the 
PSTH reached half the difference between the peak response and 
mean baseline response. Latencies across attention conditions and 
contexts were compared using repeated-measures ANOVA with 
one between-subject (context: task difficulty and reward) and two 
within-subject factors (attentional selectivity: low versus high; and 
nonselective effort: low versus high).
Stimulus orientation decoding using demixed principal 
components analysis
Sensory information encoding was compared between the high se-
lective attention and high effort conditions using decoding accuracy 
for sample stimulus orientations at the two stimuli locations (fig. S6) 
based on demixed principal component decompositions (27). Stim-
ulus orientation information was isolated from other task variables 
using simultaneously recorded population spike trains. Details of 
the demixed principal component decompositions have been de-
scribed by Kobak et al. (27). Briefly, population activity patterns 
from all simultaneously recorded neurons in every session were de-
composed into a linear combination of specific components, each of 
which carries information of a single task variable. Mean-subtracted 
and trial-averaged spike trains of each neuron were decomposed into 
sum of marginalized averages, each corresponding to a task variable 
and a noise term. This marginalization process ensures that the in-
dividual components are uncorrelated. A loss function that penalizes 
the difference between the marginalized data and the reconstructed 
full data is minimized using the least-square method. The recon-
structed data are the full data projected with the decoders onto a 
low-dimensional latent space and then reconstructed with the 
encoders. Trials were classified into two stimulus conditions: accord-
ing to the Gabor orientation in the RF location (two orientations: 
baseinRF and baseinRF + 90°) and in the opposite RF location (two ori-
entations: baseoppRF and baseoppRF + 90°) during the sample period. 
Thus, there were four different configurations of stimulus orienta-
tions. Single-trial spike rates were filtered with a half Gaussian kernel 
( = 50 ms) and subsampled at 100 Hz. Spike rates over 400 ms 
(40 time points) starting from −50 to 350 ms from the sample stim-
ulus onset were used for the analysis. Decomposition into demixed 
components was performed on training datasets (leave-one-out, 
1000 repetitions). The stimulus orientation was then decoded on the 
remaining cross-validated test trials using the top three components 
to estimate the decoding accuracy.
Proximity between neuron’s RF and sample stimuli
Proximity between each neuron’s RF and sample stimulus was esti-
mated by the Mahalanobis distance (28) (standardized distance, 
Figs. 2D and 4D). For each neuron, the spatial RF was measured and 
fit using a bivariate Gaussian. We then calculated the Mahalanobis 
distance between probability densities of the RF and the Gaussian 
contrast profile of the Gabor stimulus in the RF location. Spatial 
overlap varied from 0% (minimal overlap) to 100% (maximum 
overlap). This measure of the RF-stimulus overlap (proximity) accounts 

for both the alignment of the stimulus with the neuron’s RF and the 
correspondence between stimulus and RF size. It does not take 
stimulus orientation and other nonspatial factors into account. 
Neuronal modulation was measured using spike counts in both trial 
types (two sample orientations, base and base +90°). Across the 
population of recorded units, there was no systemic bias on the 
neuron’s preferred orientation. Further, the sample orientation (base) 
varied in every session. Hence, we expect an unbiased distribution 
of overlaps between sample orientation and the neuron’s preferred 
orientation across clusters with different spatial RF-sample stimulus 
proximity. The correlation coefficients between the neuronal mod-
ulations (neuronal d′) and the RF-stimulus proximity was measured 
by Spearman correlation coefficients that are insensitive to the magni-
tudes of neuronal modulations.
Fano factor
Mean-matched Fano factor (Figs. 2E and 4E) was measured using 
spike counts over 100-ms sliding windows in 2-ms steps for each 
neuron according to procedures described previously (28, 48). The 
variance and mean across trial were computed at every time bin. 
The greatest common distribution of means across neurons, atten-
tional intensities, and time bins was measured. To match the mean 
distribution to the common mean distribution, a different subset of 
neurons was randomly chosen (50 times) at every time bin, and the 
average Fano factor was computed (ratio of the variance to the mean). 
Mean-matched Fano factors in different attention conditions were 
compared using repeated-measures ANOVA with three within-subject 
factors: attentional selectivity (low versus high), nonselective effort 
(low versus high), and the time from sample onset (60 to 260 ms).
Spike count correlations
Pearson correlation coefficients were computed for pairs of simul-
taneously recorded units on spike counts over 200 ms (60 to 260 ms 
from sample stimuli onset), defined as the covariance of spike counts 
normalized by the variances of individual neurons

     12   =   Cov( r  1  ,  r  2  )  ───────────  
 √ 

______________
  Var( r  1  ) * Var( r  2  )  
    

where r1 and r2 are spike counts of neuron 1 and neuron 2 across 
trials, respectively. Pairwise spike count correlations were binned 
according to the geometric mean of the evoked responses of the two 
neurons in 5 Hz intervals. Evoked response was computed by sub-
tracting the trial-averaged baseline spike rate (−200 to 0 ms from 
sample onset) from the trial-averaged spike rate during the sample 
(60 to 260 ms from sample onset) (Figs. 2F and 4F). Spike count 
correlations were compared using repeated-measures ANOVA with 
three within-subject factors: attentional selectivity (low versus high), 
nonselective effort (low versus high), and sample stimulus orienta-
tion (base and base +90o).
Generalized linear encoding model
Generalized linear model (GLM) regression was used to estimate 
the encoding of different attention components and task variables 
in single-trial spike trains. Spike counts (r) over 50 ms bins with 
10 ms shift in single trials were modeled to follow a negative binomial 
distribution. The negative binomial distribution is well suited for 
the purpose, as spike count variances of cortical neurons are most 
often equal to or greater than their means (28, 48, 49). The details of 
the model implementation were described in an earlier study (28). 
Briefly, expected value of spike count at each time bin according to 
the GLM was represented as
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   r   = exp(   0   +    sel   Sel +    effort   Effort +

    
   sel*effort    Sel   *  Effort +    ori   Ori +    sac   Sac)

   

where i is the coefficient for the predictor variable i. The signs of 
 coefficients indicate the direction of the spiking change between 
different levels of the corresponding predictor variable. Sel is the 
session averaged attentional selectivity, ratio of the behavioral d′ at 
the RF location to the d′ at the opposite hemifield location; Effort is 
the session averaged attentional effort, distance from the origin in 
d′ space; Sel * Effort is the interaction between selectivity and effort; 
Ori is the orientation of sample stimulus inside the neuron’s RF; 
and Sac is the saccade choice (1 for saccade toward the RF, −1 for 
saccade opposite to the RF, and 0 for saccade withheld). Encoding 
results did not change whether the selectivity was represented by d′ 
ratios or selectivity index (fig. S13). For the reward context dataset, 
we also used another alternate GLM containing an additional pre-
dictor variable, reward history (fig. S12), where the expected spike 
count was represented as

    
   r   = exp(   0   +    sel   Sel +    effort   Effort +

     
   sel*effort    Sel   *  Effort +    ori   Ori +    sac   Sac +    reward   Reward)

   

Here, reward represents the average of reward values on the three 
immediately preceding trials. GLM was implemented in MATLAB 
separately for each neuron. To compare different predictor coeffi-
cients, predictor variables were converted to z-scored values and 
fitted with GLMs to obtain standardized  coefficients. Goodness of 
fit for a given GLM was measured by residual deviance, pseudo 
R-squared value (Cragg and Uhler’s method), and F statistics com-
pared to a null model.

Predictive performance of the GLMs was measured by cross- 
validation. Observations in each neuron’s dataset were split at random 
into 10 partitions. GLM fit was done on nine training partitions, 
and the remaining partition was used for cross-validation. This 
cross-validation error for each neuron was measured by

  error =   1 ─ nk     ∑ 
t=1

  
k
     ∑ 
i=1

  
n
     ( y  i,t   −    ̂  y    i,t  )   2   

where n is the number of cross-validation trials; k is the number 
of time bins; and yi,t and     ̂  y    i,t    are recorded and GLM- estimated 
spike counts, respectively, at tth time bin in ith trial. The quality 
of cross-validation for neuron populations was measured by the 
Spearman correlation coefficients between the observed and GLM 
fit spike counts.

Relative importance of each predictor variable was measured by 
PI in Fig. 5 expressed as the absolute z statistic of each fitted predictor 
coefficient (both positive and negative)

    PI  j,t   = ∣        j,t   ─ SE(   j,t  )
   ∣     

where j = 1, 2, 3, …, m are the predictor variables and t is the time 
bin. A neuron with predictor coefficient different from zero (P < 
0.05; t test) during the sample stimulus presentation (60 to 260 ms 
from sample on) was classified as sensitive to that predictor. Because 
of the exponential nonlinearity in the GLM, exponentiated fitted 
predictor coefficients were used to illustrate how attentional selec-
tivity, effort, and their interaction (selectivity by effort) influence 

on spike rates as a function of attentional selectivity and effort 
(Fig. 5C, left) as well as a function of behavioral d′s at the RF location 
and opposite hemifield location (Fig. 5C, right). These components 
are combined multiplicatively to drive instantaneous spike rates of 
individual units.
Normalization model
Trial-averaged spike counts over 200 ms across all attention condi-
tions and stimulus configurations were fit with three different 
normalization models. Two were simple stimulus normalization 
models without any spatial tuning (model without d′ and background 
display, and model without d′), and the third model was an exten-
sion of spatially tuned normalization model (model with d′). All the 
three models were fit with nine nonnegative parameters and used 
the same set of 27 of 36 training data points using nonlinear least-
squares solver (MATLAB lsqnonlin.m, MathWorks). The quality of 
fit was measured by residuals using nine cross-validation test data 
points (fourfold cross-validation). The training dataset consisted of 
mean spike counts during three presamples (−200 to 0 ms), 12 sample 
stimuli (60 to 200 ms) across two Gabor orientations and four atten-
tion conditions, six test 1 stimuli (60 to 200 ms) on left hemifield, 
and six test 1 stimuli on right hemifield across all four attention 
conditions and two Gabor orientations. Cross-validation (fourfold) 
test dataset contained spike counts of 1 during presample, 4 during 
the sample stimuli, 2 during test 1 stimulus inside the RF location, 
and 2 during test 1 stimulus in the opposite RF location across all 
attention conditions and Gabor stimulus configurations.

Model without d′ and background display. Mean spike counts 
during the sample stimulus period according to the normalization 
model without d′ and background display are described as

   r  in,opp   =   
 E  in   +  E  opp  

 ─  S  in   +  S  opp   +     

where fit parameters Ei and Si represent excitation and suppression 
drives, respectively, due to a Gabor stimulus at ith location (inRF 
or oppRF), and  represents a constant baseline suppression. For 
every Ei (or Si), there are two parameters, Ei,base and Ei,base+90 (or 
Si,base and Si,base+90), associated with each of the two Gabor orienta-
tions (base and base +90°). The contrast term was 1 for the Gabor 
stimulus and 0 for no stimulus. Thus, the mean spike counts during 
the inRF and oppRF test 1 presentations, respectively, are

   r  in,0   =    E  in   ─  S  in   +    and  r  0,opp   =   
 E  opp  

 ─  S  opp   +     

The mean of spike counts during the presample period was zero.
Model without d′, with background display (model without d′). Ac-

cording to the normalization model without d′, mean spike counts 
during the sample, test 1, and presample periods are described, 
respectively, as

   r  in,opp   =   
 E  in   +  E  opp  

 ─  S  in   +  S  opp   +     (sample) 

   r  in,0   =   
 E  in   +  E  opp,0  

 ─   S  in   +  S  opp,0   +     (test 1 inRF) 

   r  0,opp   =   
 E  in,0   +  E  opp  

 ─   S  in,0   +  S  opp   +     (test 1 oppRF) 
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   r  0,0   =   
 E  in,0   +  E  opp,0  

  ─   S  in,0   +  S  opp,0   +     (presample) 

where Ei (or Si) could be either Ei,base or Ei,base+90 (or Si,base and 
Si,base+90) excitatory (or suppressive) stimulus drives at ith location 
(inRF or oppRF) due to the two Gabor orientations; Ei,0 (or Si,0) is 
the excitatory (or suppressive) drive due to the background display 
in the absence of Gabor stimulus. Only one common parameter was 
used for excitatory (or suppressive) drives at the opposite RF location 
for both Gabor stimulus and background display, i.e., Eopp,base = 
Eopp,base+90 = Eopp,0 and Sopp,base = Sopp,base+90 = Sopp,0. A total of 
nine parameters were fit with the model.

Spatially tuned normalization model with d′ and background 
display (model with d′). According to the normalization model with 
d′, mean spike counts during the sample, test 1, and presample 
periods are described, respectively, as

   r  in,opp   =   
d  ′  in    E  in   + d  ′  opp    E  opp  

  ─────────────  d  ′  in    S  in   + d  ′  opp    S  opp   +     (sample) 

   r  in,0   =   
d  ′  in    E  in   + d  ′  opp    E  opp,0  

  ──────────────  d  ′  in    S  in   + d  ′  opp    S  opp,0   +     (test 1 inRF) 

   r  0,opp   =   
d  ′  in    E  in,0   + d  ′  opp    E  opp  

  ──────────────  d  ′  in    S  in,0   + d  ′  opp    S  opp   +     (test 1 oppRF) 

   r  0,0   =   
d  ′  in    E  in,0   + d  ′  opp    E  opp,0  

  ───────────────  d  ′  in    S  in,0   + d  ′  opp    S  opp,0   +     (presample) 

where d′in and d′opp are behavioral d′ at the RF and opposite RF lo-
cations, respectively. The fit parameters are the same as in model 
without d′. In Fig. 6 (I and J), excitatory (or suppressive) drives 
across stimulus types were averaged at the RF location for each 
neuron, and then, the neurons were sorted according to the distance.
Statistical analysis
Unless otherwise specified, we used paired t test and multifactor 
ANOVA for comparing normally distributed datasets. Normality 
was checked using a Kruskal-Wallis test.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abc8812

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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